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Quintessence

I have entitled this series Quintessence because it is defined as the pure and
concentrated essence of a substance, the most perfect embodiment of
something. As a result my subject matter is simplified to its most basic state
without losing its Identity. This allows for a new awareness of a familiar
object. By choosing subjects with crystal-like surfaces, the Interior emerges
when light passes through it. The blending of colors creates beautiful
distortions that alter our perception of what we see. Through close
observation, what Is seen within the form are abstractions, transforming the
viewer’s recognition of the image. The abstraction reveals a new reality
because the focus is on the distortion and not the object as a whole. This Is
the line where reality meets abstraction, creating a visual experience that
reaches into the sublime.

1. Abstract/Introduction

When light passes through glass it alters and blends colors, creating
beautiful distortions that alter our perception of what we see. This distortion offers
a new perspective because upon a close observation of glass, whatever on the
other side is abstracted. The abstraction offers a new reality because the focal
point is on this distortion Instead of the object as a whole. I am exploring this line
where reality meets abstraction because it creates an experience of discovery for
the viewer. My goal is to simplify an Image of an object to its most basic state
without losing its Identity so it allows for new awareness to a familiar object. I
have chosen to paint images of objects that have a crystal-like surface because
of the effect that happens when light passes through them. My intent is not to
reproduce a photograph through a realistic approach but to take what Is observed
and create a new visual experience that reaches Into the sublime.

2. Artistic references
Three artists that have influenced my work are Mark Rothko, Vija Celmins,
and Georgia O’Keeffe because of the emotional experiences that are triggered by
looking at their paintings. Rothko creates an experience through large color
fields, Celmins presents atmospheric space, while O’Keefe imparts a new
perspective of flowers.
Mark Rothko said, “My paintings should not be considered abstract
paintings. It Is not their intention either to create or emphasize a formal colorspace arrangement. They depart from natural representation only to Intensify the
expression of the subject implied in the title-not to dilute or efface It.’’(Bowness
87) He wanted to present an unparalleled experience, which meant the familiar
Identity of things had to be eliminated.(Bowness 72) His large paintings of
rectangles enabled the layers of vibrating color to portray mood and emotion
because there was no direct association with a particular memory or object.
(Chave 104)
Celmins paintings of appliances lack a specific spatial context, but rather
rest within a grey canvas.(Art 21) In her paintings of a heater and a hot plate, a
radiant orange glow of heat or pale light of smoke is the only color emitted,
creating an atmosphere against the otherwise steel grey environment. This alters
the mood of the objects and the space occupied. It creates an extreme contrast
of color and gives the painting a warm sensation.

Georgia O Keeffe s large paintings of flowers offer a new perspective. She
wasn’t sure people were going to like her simple subject matter of flowers, so in
order to impress critics and contemporaries, O’Keeffe applied this method to her
work: “I’m going to paint It big so they will have to look at it... they looked
because they were big... It just amused me, the Idea of getting them to see what
I saw.’’(Souter 132) Her paintings of flowers and landscapes have had a great
impact on my work because she imparts an unusual use of the frame of
reference. The viewer sees the familiar subject matter of flowers in a different
way.

3. Subject Matter

The purpose of my work is to instill a sense of Intrigue in the viewer. At
first glance the paintings appear to be abstract, but on second look the viewer
discovers the illusion of space and form within the painting. After discovering the
third clue to the Identity of the objects In the paintings, which is revealed only at a
distance. As the contour of the object is revealed, I am still somewhat concealing
my subject, a marble. Through this, I hope to achieve a new perception of the
objects I choose to paint.
Through cropping the Images, I am able to abstract the presentation of the
object, creating a transcendent experience based on Rothko’s interest of
focusing the viewer’s attention on the sections of vibrating color. The layers of

color that reveal the movement in the organic form contained within the glass, are
able to evoke a mood that Is more than a simple visual connection to the object.
I attempt to achieve the same reaction as what Vija Celmins achieves
through an ambiguous space by creating an illusion of atmosphere through the
illumination of color. The objects I paint have a transparent surface that allows
light to pass though it, Illuminating the Interior bands of color. The Interiors, which
are colored bands, create depth and beautiful overlaps of hue and a dynamic
range of saturation. In order for me to capture this Illusion of depth, I begin with
an under-painting, then glazing numerous layers of color. This causes subtle
interactions of color that allow the light to pass through each layer, revealing a
myriad of reflecting colors. I layer the colors in an indirect way to enhance the
surface of the object and to expose the overlap of colors so that It appears threedimensional. This presents a new perspective of atmosphere within the marble.
Through my influence of Georgia O’Keeffe’s work, I have increased the
size and the emphasis of my focal point. Marbles are recognizable and there are
associations the viewer would make if it were a small painting of the whole
object. Therefore In order to offer a new perspective of the object, I altered the
Image to redirect the viewer’s attention from the exterior to the interior.

4. Process
After examining marbles at various angles under a direct light source, I
take many photographs so I can work out the composition and capture how the
light moves through the glass. I upload the photos Into Adobe Photoshop, which
Is a digital software that allows you to alter photographs to maximize their visual
appearance. I then crop each image to find the best composition. Next, I
establish a drawing with charcoal on top of a gessoed canvas, mounted on luan
board. Then, I seal the drawing with spray fixative and begin painting a grayscale
under-painting in acrylic on top of the drawing. Next, I begin the glazing process,
which involves overlapping numerous transparent washes of color, creating a
stained glass appearance. These glazes are monochromatic, which are single
layers of color. After I apply each glaze, I use a towel to remove areas of the
glaze that I just applied to bring out the lightest areas of the image. I then add
dark color to increase the darker values, which brings unity to the overall Image
by establishing a full range of value. After I apply at least three monochromatic
glazes, I then begin painting in full color. Each layer of full color is also applied as
a transparent glaze, which interacts with each layer beneath. This creates a
multidimensional spatial effect. Illuminating every layer within the painting.

■
5. Concept
I am Interested in creating an emotive response with the viewer. By having
an abstracted object, the response is a reaction to the varied layers of color that
makes up forms, instead of trying to Immediately associate the paintings with
marbles. After realizing the subject matter is marbles, I want the viewer to find a
new perspective of a marble. Through extreme saturation and vibrant tones of
color, I hope to evoke feeling of space and dimension. I am in search for an
experience similar to Mark Rothko’s large paintings of rectangles In which he
created a number of emotions that have no definitive line and vibrate from the
variety of hue and saturation. The hues and overlap of color create an experience
that does not rely on direct association with a particular memory or object. I am
calling this series Quintessence because It Is defined as the pure and
concentrated essence of a substance, the most perfect embodiment of
something.
I am also Investigating the Idea of flawed perfection in this work. A
marble’s exterior is smooth and without blemish creating a barrier between the
chaotic interior bands of color. The exterior is made to be perfect, slick, shiny
creating a looking glass in which we are able to view the overlaps of
transparency with indiscernible colors and forms. Upon examining a marble It
made me think of my own views of perfection. When I was in second grade, our
teacher asked us to write down one word that described what we wanted to be

when we grew up. My word was “perfect.” Over time I realized that perfection Is
unattainable. Trying to be perfect can make life more difficult because high
expectations are frustrating. The random disorder in life has a flawed perfection
like the marble as a whole.
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Georgia O’Keeffe, Pink and Blue //, 1918
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